UM-Ann Arbor supports UM-Dearborn and UM-Flint to increase efficiency and cut certain costs for all three campuses

- UM-Ann Arbor administers a benefits, payroll and procurement system for all three campuses. UM-Flint and UM-Dearborn pay for the services at a rate much cheaper than if they administered their own systems.

- UM-Ann Arbor also administers a number of other services for the UM-Flint and UM-Dearborn campuses, including the following:
  - Information technology services,
  - Architecture, engineering and construction services,
  - International emergency response services for students and faculty overseas,
  - Federal relations for research,
  - Environment, health and safety services, and
  - Legal services.

- The Office of the Vice President for Research catalyzes, supports and safeguards research and scholarship activity across all three campuses.
  - Internal funding opportunities managed by OVPR often are applicable to researchers across all three campuses.
  - OVPR submits proposals and negotiates contracts on behalf of the three campuses.
  - There is one research compliance program and one research integrity officer funded by UM-Ann Arbor.
  - U-M Tech Transfer supports all three campuses.

- Additionally, all three campus police departments report up to one executive director of DPSS to leverage that expertise and make sure that public safety is never compromised.

UM-Ann Arbor leads and often pays for many programs that benefit UM-Flint and UM-Dearborn

- The Semester in Detroit program and LSA’s Michigan in Washington program.

- The Michigan Road Scholars Tour for U-M faculty.

- um3detroit, an annual interdisciplinary gathering, to share and strengthen connections to Detroit and each other.

- MIDAS (Michigan Institute for Data Science) and the Michigan Center for Interprofessional Education.

- Faculty at UM-Ann Arbor and UM-Dearborn are working on projects funded by the Poverty Solutions strategic initiative.
• UM-Ann Arbor staff members have led workshops on facilitating international programs for UM-Dearborn and UM-Flint faculty and staff on their own campuses.

• ROTC members at UM-Dearborn and UM-Flint participate in a number of ROTC programs that UM-Ann Arbor supports.

• A number of admissions and enrollment programs, including the following:
  o The HAIL Scholarship program allows HAIL applicants not admitted to UM-Ann Arbor the opportunity to enroll at UM-Flint or UM-Dearborn.
  o Students who complete the Wolverine Pathways program and are admitted to UM-Ann Arbor or UM-Dearborn receive a 4-year tuition scholarship.
  o A transfer program that offers preferential admissions decisions to UM-Flint engineering students who successfully complete required prerequisites before applying to UM-Ann Arbor's College of Engineering.